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DESCRIPTION

This second edition of the second volume in the Thiemie Atlas of Anatomy series now focuses only on internal organs. Coverage of the organs, by body region, reorganized and expanded by over 50%, includes more clinical applications and radiologic procedures than the previous edition.

SALES HOOKS

- A new introductory section with an overview of the organs and discussion of embryologic development
- Each of the two regional units now begins with a short overview chapter on the region and its contents, followed by a longer overview chapter on the structure and neurovasculature of the region and its organs, and then by chapters on topographic anatomy of the region to support dissection
- An innovative, user-friendly format in which each two-page spread presents a self-contained guide to a specific topic
- Summary tables, ideal for rapid review, appear throughout
- A scratch-off code provides access to WinkingSkull.com PLUS, featuring full-color anatomy illustrations and radiographs, labels-on, labels-off functionality, and timed self-tests

Internal Organs (Vol. 2) is closest equivalent in coverage to our book. Similar in that it is a text atlas with meaty captions and clinical applications woven in, set up in 2-page spreads to teach each topic. About two thirds our length with half our art and few if any summary tables. Pricing is what makes them competitive. Our volume is longer and has twice the art.


Leading clinical anatomy reference and textbook with strong standing despite length of (1). Essential Clinical Anatomy, 4/e is more often chosen by students and now adopted by instructors. We compete due to our clinical focus and coverage of internal organs. Our book is exclusively internal organs versus Moore et al. covers all body regions.